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I remember watching my grandfather mark a road map with a highlighter after returning 
from a trip. He did this to record the path he had taken. I do not know if he ever looked 
at the map again or if he ever shared it with anyone else. Perhaps he did it to solidify the 
path in his own mind. Or maybe he hoped to relive the trip for just a moment.

I have tried to do the same for my trip to Japan by highlighting the path I took each day 
through the cities of Tokyo and Kyoto. The process has both solidified my path and 
allowed me to relive some of the moments. I intend to share these maps with anyone who 
is curious so that they might try to rediscover my path someday.

Moving through the Japanese cities was radically different than usual travel in the United 
States. I realized early that such an activity would require a map that reflects this new 
way of seeing the city. The maps I have used show the city's surface along with the 
network of commuter trains and subway lines. The gold lines represent a journey by rail 
while red lines show the path taken on foot. 
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tokyo07.29.10

I fear that my limited Japanese is useless as I can only catch the 
occasional familiar word. I can read hiragana with novice skill 
but am at a loss to understand kanji or katakana. Since 
sentences and signs incorporate all three simultaneously I 
can muster only a few sounds at a time.

The train into the city was a little frightening 
since none of the stops were listed on our 
map. We checked into the Asakusa 
Smile hostel and ate at a cheap res-
taurant. We wandered around 
Asakusa in the evening.

First impressions and 
thoughts...
I have never seen something so green as 
rural Japan. There are lots of rice fields and 
strange plants with thin leaves.

Japan is hot and very humid. Not only does it feel differ-
ently than I expected, the humidity causes rain and overcast skies 
so it looks differently, too.

The metro train rides are no different than those in America. It 
could be the "L" in Chicago (except better maintained). Everyone is 
equal on a train.

There are apartments everywhere. Buildings tend to have exten-
sive circulation on the outside; exposed balconies and stairs.



tokyo07.30.10

We set out for Asakusa in the morning having added Pete and Dan 
to the group. We had difficulty finding a place for breakfast so we 
ultimately settled on Denny's.

We made a stop at a post office and then got on a sub-
way to Ginza. Ginza reminds me of Michigan Ave. in 
Chicago except the buildings are much narrower 
and have more color.

We stumbled across a Christian 
church in Ginza. The outside had 
excellent concrete work and ce-
ramic cladding so we asked 
to enter. An incredible 
building very similar 
to Wright's Unity 
Temple. 

We 
dropped 
by Vinoly's In-
ternational Forum 
on our way toward the 
Imperial Palace grounds. 
We couldn't go in but the park 
around it is beautiful enough. 
We got on the subway back to Asakusa 
and ate at a sushi-go-round. In the evening, 
we ate at a nice restaurant. The yakisoba was 
excellent!

My Japanese was a little useful when I asked for water 
(mizu). The waiter and I wrote some hiragana on a napkin.

Our group sticks out easily. We wear brightly colored t-shirts and 
shorts and have blonde hair. The Japanese stick exclusively to 
business clothes of black, white or grey.

The population may not be diverse but the buildings certainly are. 
Beyond being tall and skinny, each building seems entirely unique.  



tokyo07.31.10

I started walking in the morning with Morgan. We had no plan 
except to start south from Asakusa. We explored for a number 
of hours and walked about 20 miles total. We made several 
nice finds along the way including an electronics/appliance 
store and huge arcade in Akihabara. We also found 
an Eastern Orthodox Cathedral and a number of 
Buddhist temples.

After cooling down for a bit four of us 
headed to the Tokyo Dome stadium. 
There is an amusement park 
adjacent to the stadium so we 
rode the roller coaster. In 
the park were dozens 
of locals who 
dressed up as 
their favorite 
anime

heroes 
and posed for 
pictures with friends.

We came back to Asakusa 
for a fireworks show in the 
evening and somehow got stuck in 
the middle of a throng of people.

My Japanese was useful today! I successfully 
asked our whereabouts on the map and where the 
fireworks would be. I couldn't find out what the occasion 
was.



tokyo08.01.10

Museum of Western Art, Corbusier
The circulation was the form-giver for the original wing of the 
museum. The museum is entered underneath a central skylight 
and ramps lead visitors to the main level. 

Even more interesting than the building is our past 
experience of drawing and interpreting drawings 
of it. As I recall, the section drawings 
overstate the triangular skylight that 
marks the center while the plans 
understate the same space.

I think the addition is more 
successful than the 
original in terms of 
circulation and 
anticipation. 

I'm not sure how 
visitors were expected to 
leave the original structure. 
Corbu's wing required signs to 
delineate the proper way.

Edo-Tokyo Museum, Kikutake
The museum is very impressive on the outside, 
bordering on overbearing. The whole of the museum 
is housed two stories above the plaza which itself is 
raised above the ground. The exhibit is reached via an 
escalator inside a giant red "tongue" that descends from the 
museum above.

The interior is incredibly vast. The path is not delineated by the 
architecture. Instead there are blue arrows in the carpet.
The exhibit is impressive and the models alone are worthwhile. 

 

St. Mary's Cathedral, 
Tange

A very powerful space. The 
weight of the building silences 

everyone who enters. The form is 
graceful and free yet still adheres 

to the cross-shaped plan of all 
cathedrals.

The most magnificent part of the church, 
however, is the pipe organ that sits in the 
back. It appears to float impossibly above 

the back as if it were descending from the sky. 
A single concrete column is placed to the side 

of the mezzanine for the staircase so it does not 
strengthen the scene visually. 



tokyo08.02.10

Tokyo Tocho, Tange
The governmental district of Tokyo is much different in feel from 
the rest of the city. The neighborhood is so clean and polished 
that it almost feels sterile. The building is really a complex - 
there is the main tower, a smaller adjacent tower, and an 
arcade. All share the same general appearance and 
characteristics. There is a subway station in the 
basement and an observation deck near the 
top.

The view from the top is almost 
unbelievable - city as far as the 
eye can see (farther due 
to the haze). It almost 
seems to justify 
itself. 

A government 
building how big?! 
Then you look outside 
and understand why.

National Yoyogi Gymnasium, 
Tange
The stadium is really remarkable. 
Unfortunately, it's hard to form a proper 
opinion without having been inside. Frankly, I'm 
amazed that such a structure is buildable. It looks like a 
whimsical design from a first-year student. I would guess that the 
spine between the two masts carries all the load. 

I was able to see that the second, smaller building was different 
than the first - that is, it is unique and not just a miniature version of 
the first. It makes me even more eager to see the interiors.

Omootesando Hills, Ando
No matter how expensive the 

things are inside this is  still 
essentially a giant shopping mall. 

That being said, it is the finest mall 
I've ever been in. The ramps are more 
than just a feature, the entire building 
is a ramp. The concept really comes 

through nicely. Even though it is an indoor, 
air-conditioned mall, it retains some of the 

exploratory freedom from an outdoor market.



tokyo

International Forum, Vinoly
What strikes me most about the building is how quiet it is. 
Strangely, it's very different from the quiet found in Tange's St. 
Mary's. The cathedral seemed to command silence but the 
International Forum is an active space that makes no 
such demands. It simply is quiet. It seems that the 
materials and shape of the hall combined for a 
completely dead acoustical space.

The structure is a real celebration 
and again seems similar to one of 
Tange's buildings. The Yoyogi 
gymnasium used the same 
two masts and a central 
spine to support the 
building's entire 
weight.

Morgan and 
myself went back 
to Ropongi to check 
out the 21_21 design 
museum. It was closed.

08.03.10



tokyo08.04.10

Thoughts upon leaving Tokyo...
The most surprising thing about Tokyo has been how much it feels 
like home. We talked about this in class but I haven't been able 
to put my finger on it yet. Some ideas so far: cleanliness, 
human scale, friendliness of the people, green space.

I'm finding more similarities than differences 
between the Japanese and Americans. The 
Japanese are always polite and reserved 
which some Americans could learn 
from. But on the same note, I 
haven't seen much fun out of 
the Japanese. Maybe I just 
haven't seen it yet.

I successfully asked to 
find a telephone and an ATM. 



tokyo

The group split up and after Morgan and 
I missed our train, we made our way to 
the Five Lakes Region north of Fuji-san. 
Kawaguchi-ko is beautiful beyond words! 
Photos won't do it justice so I've taken very 
few.

This is another side of Japan. First off, it's 
much more comfortable themperature-
wise. But many of the things that were 
lacking in Tokyo can be found here. There 
are little children! And plant life on every 
surface! 

We went to a matsuri festival and watched 
the fireworks. It was so refreshing to see 
the community come together and have 
fun. The pace of life seems relaxed here 
and I find it very comfortable.

We also splurged on a nice Chinese 
restaurant which was probably some of 
the best food I've had in a very long time. 
Cooked fresh in front of us!

08.04.10 (continued)



08.05.10

What a hike! The altitude here is about 
3,700m above sea level - and I can 
see the sea! The hike was treacherous 
at times but the view and the sense of 
accomplishment got better with every 
step. The true summit is on the other 
side of the crater but this is achievement 
enough. It's hard to describe the 
majesty, so I won't.



08.06.10

We rearranged our itinerary a couple days ago and I'm very glad 
we did. We spent another night in Kawaguchi-ko which allowed 
us to hike and then rest comfortably. Today has been spent 
traveling. 

We took a frustratingly slow train from Kawaguchi-ko to Otsuki 
and then made a number of transfers on the way to Shin-
Yokohama. We are currently on the shinkansen to Hiroshima. It's 
unfortunate that we missed the Peace Ceremony this morning; 
it was something I really wanted to experience. But traveling 
takes longer than what any of us thought (as does climbing 
mountains). We will cut out Sendai and spend the extra day in 
Hiroshima.

Thoughts on Fuji...
I've never been hiking in my life, so perhaps climbing Fuji-san 
was a bit ambitious. It was difficult (mostly from the altitude, I 
think) but strangely, the true scope of the mountain didn't set 
in until the descent. The trail down switches back again and 
again and again that the mind can't help but think, "Wow! How 
the hell did I get up here?" I don't mention it to trumpet the 
accomplishment, it was a genuine sentiment. Besides, lots of 
people have climbed Mt. Fuji including many who are much older 
and in poorer health than myself. 

mountains, and clouds. It is perfectly shaped, solitary, and 
unyielding. It is another element of the mountain's personality. I 
can see why the Japanese have such respect for Fuji-san. 

A thought on Japan...
Seeing the countryside from the train window has shed some 
more light on our class exercise about 'seeing the city.' In the 
case of Japan, there seems to be just one never-ending city 
whose neighborhoods are occasionally split by the mountains 
but are never completely separate. To me, it seems that this 
nation-city has neighborhoods that are close to the train stations 
and neighborhoods that are not. This nation-city is shaped by the 
train as much as the mountains.

The Japanese have managed the mountain very well. The 
ascending trail has stations every few hundred meters with food, 
water, and a place to sleep if necessary. Mostly they just break 
up the trail. But despite the safety measures and facilities, it still 
feels authentic. As always, the Japanese have found a brilliant 
balance, in this case between safety and authenticity. 

Besides the length of the trail down it was the length of Fuji's 
shadow that was striking. As we descended the northeast face 
and the sun began to set the mountain's shadow began to 
extend in front of us. The shadow covers cities, rivers,



08.07.10

Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum, Tange
My visit to the museum was very somber and sobering. I've done some study of the atomic bombing 
in the past but a visit here turns the tragedy into reality. The exhibits paint a balanced, fact-based 
picture of what happened leading up to and after August 6, 1945.

The exhibit starts with a history of Hiroshima since the Meiji Period and it's numerous military 
facilities. It then moves on to the motivations behind the Manhattan Project and the selection of 
Hiroshima as the target. Then the destruction. The exhibit ends with subsequent tests by the nuclear 
powers and efforts of protest. The second building (main building) is truly horrifying as it presents 
images and artifacts of those who died in the blast.

Architecturally, the museum sits between Corbu's and Kikutake's. The museum is lifted off the 
ground and there is an excellent public space underneath. Conditions and lighting are controlled 
except for a bank of windows that look over the Peace Park after exiting the exhibit.

Peace Memorial Park, Tange
A great way to start an architect's career. The park is very active and clearly loved by the community. 
It has different meaning to different people. For some, it is a place of contemplation made possible 
by an awful moment in history. For others, it is a soapbox where they are sure to find people to 
listen. For most of the locals (the young particularly) it's just a park. I saw people crying, singing and 
dancing, children playing, lots of tourists smiling in photos, even the homeless on park benches. It's 
probably the most successful park I've ever been in.

The park has two main axes. One runs east-west and is defined by the line of three museum and 
conference buildings. The other runs perpendicularly north-south along the A-bomb Dome, eternal 
flame, reflecting pond, Cenotaph, and the center museum. The museum being lifted off the ground 
allows the lines to intersect.

The rest of the park is full of other monuments and memorials to explore. The Children's Peace 
Monument is easily the saddest place I've ever been. 

There is also a new, underground building funded by the Japanese government called the 
"Hiroshima National Peace Memorial Hall for the Atomic Bomb Victims." Despite the name it is 
actually a quiet, contemplative space. There is also a library and registry full of names and stories 
from victims.

I had been looking forward to seeing the Gates of Peace installed near the park. I found them to be 
disappointing despite the sincere message. They are an impressive site but fail to have the same 
gravity as the other monuments. Perhaps it was the location across the buy boulevard and away 
from the quiet of the park. It may also be that they create their own axis parallel to the boulevard but                               
 otherwise independent from the surroundings. It could also be their monolithic nature clashed   
             with the wooded surroundings. Theories, but something was not working...



kyoto 08.08.10

Thoughts on leaving Hiroshima...
The city is really beautiful and in some ways seems to be the most modern we've seen. The 
downtown district is full of color and activity; I never felt threatened or uncomfortable 
being an American. The city speaks to the human spirit and the promise of 
peace in the future. I wish everyone could visit.

We arrived in Kyoto midday and stayed inside to avoid the 
heat. Once it cooled down I did some exploring around 
the hostel and later Morgan and I found a nice 
place to eat.



kyoto

Thoughts on Kyoto...
The city has its own flavor and yet is still similar to 

the others in my opinion. Perhaps it dashes my nation- 
city theory but perhaps not. It is very hard to put a finger 
on. Maybe it is that the city was not bombed during the 

war and has retained some ancient charm. Transportation is 
largely the same but with more bus use and fewer subway lines. 

Our group was denied service at two restaurants. Discrimination...?

Kyoto Station, Hara
I didn't expect the station to be open to the breeze. But having the sides of the station open seems to be 
a very effective way of creating a breeze while still being otherwise sheltered. I wonder if this system 
works as well during the winter months when the temperature becomes uncomfortably cool.

The space-frame is very nice and allows in a huge amount of natural light. Other 
than that it is the enormous size of the station that is remarkable. There are 
numerous food and gift stores, 2 shopping malls, a theatre plus the 
subway, JR, and shinkansen lines.

Nishi Hongan-ji, Buddhist Temple
I am not familiar with non-Christian houses of 
worship. I am not sure why the compound 
has to portions or why each portion 
has two noticeably larger 
buildings. It is a very 
beautiful set of 
buildings.

I like that the 
endgrain of 
each piece of 
wood has been 
painted white (to 
protect it?) because it 
allows the visitor to see 
each part of the bracketing. 
The buildings are all perfectly 
sized according to tatami.

Fushini-inari Shrine, Shinto Site
The shrine is really a complex of 
shrines spread all throughout the hills. 
I was surprised to realize that there 
is no final shrine or spectacular view 
waiting at the end of the path. There are 
just a number of seemingly equal shrines 
and paths. 

The experience of it all is excellent! The path is 
so overtly clear that it accelerates you and you find 
yourself wanting to run even though you have no 
idea what you are running to. The size of the passage 
also had an effect. At times the gates become shorter 
and tightly spaced. The feeling was constricting. Then the 
gates would broaden and the feeling went away.

08.09.10



kyoto 08.10.10

Garden of Fine Arts, Ando
The idea of an outdoor art gallery seems very odd at first. The facility is successful, though probably more so 
as 'architecture as art' rather than 'architecture for art.' The use of falling water for sound is surprisingly 
effective. I read previously that the sound of water increased with descent to reflect the more 
powerful paintings. I didn't fully believe it but it is true but the sound of water rises from a 
gentle sound to a soft roar in front of Michelangelo's Last Judgement.

Daitoku-ji, Buddhist Temple
This was a complex of Buddhist temples. Unfortunately each 
charged an admittance fee so we chose not to enter the 
temples themselves. I am curious to know why a series 
of temples was built and not a single temple.

Ryoan-ji, Buddhist 
Temple
A nearby Zen temple. The 
rock garden is one of the most 
famous in the world and it draws 
a huge number of visitors. There 
are so many visitors that I wonder 
how the facility could possibly be 
used by monks for anything at all.

The garden is beautiful. But since it is 
meant to be viewed and interpreted by each 
individual - it is entirely abstract - how could 
this garden be the most beautiful in Japan?



kyoto 08.11.10

Kyoto Imperial Palace
The walled palace grounds are very large but it is nearly impossible to see inside. The walls don't seem to be 
extremely strong defensively which makes me think they are mostly symbolic. The palace grounds lie 
within the city, the walled palace within the grounds, and the palace itself somewhere deep within 
the walls. The multiple layers of enclosure and enfilade probably lend a sense of security but 
also prestige.

Times I and II, Ando
After all of the excellent concrete work we've seen in Japan I was 
surprised to see reinforced concrete block. Of course the 
CMU was placed very precisely and cleanly. After 
a closer look I decided that the cast concrete 
alternating with the CMU every half-story 
really helped to break the building 
visually. 

The orientation 
along the canal 
is excellent - I 
think it was the 
coolest (temperature) 
place in the city!

This building and Ando's 
Collezione both had the 
quality of explorability. It was 
strangely enjoyable to wander 
around the various shops finding 
new corridors and stairways.

Nishiki Market
The narrow street housing fish and 
produce vendors was probably the least 
Western place we visited. Even so, all 
around the Nishiki-dori were streets full of 
Western-style shopping. And similar shops 
are to be found along the Nishiki-dori itself. So 
the market is caught between two places: it isn't 
completely Western but still not Eastern, it is new 
in some ways but still has an old flavor (and a fishy 
smell).



kyoto 08.12.10

Philosopher's Path
This was a very beautiful, somewhat secluded pathway on the eastern outskirts of the city. There were a 
number of Buddhist temple sites along the way including Nanzen-ji which was much more integrated 
with the surrounding than other temples we've seen. All of the other sites walled themselves off 
to the surroundings and created a compound or precinct. Nanzen-ji used just an entry gate 
without the rest of the wall.

The Philosopher's Path was the one urban site that was intended to be 
walked and had to be reached by walking.



tokyo08.12.10 (continued)

The group said goodbye to Mike and then headed separate ways. 
Myself, Morgan, Elliot, Steve, and Laura took the train back to 
Tokyo and stayed in Asakusa. I decided to try again to see 
the 21_21 Design Site and was successful this time.

Tokyo feels strangely homelike. After so much 
traveling outside of Tokyo, it was relieving 
to arrive at Asakusa Smile. Perhaps it's 
because we never really experienced 
familiarity on the trip.



tokyo08.13.10

We almost missed our flight! We woke up early and made our way 
back to Tokyo Station to get on the Narita Express (NEX). We got 
to the platform just as the NEX was departing so we boarded the 
adjacent train also bound for Narita. Big mistake!

The other train was a slow commuter train that 
made frequent stops. Twice it stopped entirely 
and we had to transfer trains. One transfer 
had us waiting for 20 minutes. It took 
nearly 3 hours total and we arrived 
about 30 minutes before 
boarding was to begin.

We ran through 
the airport and got 
lots of help from airline 
and airport workers who let 
us skip lines and cut in front of 
other travellers. We made it through 
Narita in about 25 minutes and arrived at 
the gate with time to spare!



Composite tokyo

It is no secret that Tokyo is one of the world's largest cities. While 
exploring the city, one question inevitably comes to mind: How 
much of the city are we seeing? Mapping the path as a series of 
dots is an attempt to find the answer.

Parts of the city were experienced twice under 
completely different circumstances - once at 
street level and again on the subway or 
train. The extent of this became clear 
only after mapping. These places are 
represented by the grey dots in the 
images.



Compositekyoto
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